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Objective
Uncertainty regarding the location of disease acquisition, as well

as selective identification of cases, may bias maps of risk. We propose
an extension to a distance-based mapping method (DBM) that incor-
porates weighted locations to adjust for these biases. We demonstrate
this method by mapping potential drug-resistant tuberculosis (DRTB)
transmission hotspots using programmatic data collected in Lima,
Peru.

Introduction
Uncertainty introduced by the selective identification of cases must

be recognized and corrected for in order to accurately map the dis-
tribution of risk. Consider the problem of identifying geographic
areas with increased risk of DRTB. Most countries with a high TB
burden only offer drug sensitivity testing (DST) to those cases at
highest risk for drug-resistance. As a result, the spatial distribution
of confirmed DRTB cases under-represents the actual number of
drug-resistant cases[1]. Also, using the locations of confirmed DRTB
cases to identify regions of increased risk of drug-resistance may bias
results towards areas of increased testing. Since testing is neither done
on all incident cases nor on a representative sample of cases, current
mapping methods do not allow standard inference from program-
matic data about potential locations of DRTB transmission.

Methods
We extend a DBM method [2] to adjust for this uncertainty. To

map the spatial variation of the risk of a disease, such as DRTB, in a
setting where the available data consist of a non-random sample of
cases and controls, we weight each address in our study by the prob-
ability that the individual at that address is a case (or would test pos-
itive for DRTB in this setting). Once all locations are assigned
weights, a prespecified number of these locations (from previously
published country-wide surveillance estimates) will be sampled,
based on these weights, defining our cases. We assign these sampled
cases to DRTB status, calculate our DBM, repeat this random selec-
tion and create a consensus map[3].

Results
Following [2], we select reassignment weights by the inverse prob-

ability of each untested case receiving DST at their given location.
These weights preferentially reassign untested cases located in re-
gions of reduced testing, reflecting an assumption that in areas where
testing is common, individuals most at risk are tested. Fig. 1 shows
two risk maps created by this weighted DBM, one on the unadjusted
data (Fig.1, L) and one using the informative weights (Fig. 1, R). This

figure shows the difference, and potentially the improvement, made
when information related to the missingness mechanism, which in-
troduces spatial uncertainty, is incorporated into the analysis.

Conclusions
The weighted DBM has the potential to analyze spatial data more

accurately, when there is uncertainty regarding the locations of cases.
Using a weighted DBM in combination with programmatic data from
a high TB incidence community, we are able to make use of routine
data in which a non-random sample of drug resistant cases are de-
tected to estimate the true underlying burden of disease.

(L) Unweighted DBM of risk of a new TB case that received DST being
positive for DRTB, compared to all new TB cases that received DST. (R)
Weighted DBM of the risk of a new TB case that received DST being posi-
tive for DRTB, based on lab-confirmed DRTB cases and IPW selected non-
DST TB cases, compared to all new TB cases.
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